Problem Analysis
Describe Problem
State the problem
Specify the problem

Evaluate Possible Causes

Test possible causes against the
IS and IS NOT specification
Determine the most probable cause

Identify Possible Causes
Use knowledge and experience, or…
…use distinctions and changes to
develop possible cause statements

Confirm True Cause

Verify assumptions, observe, experiment,
or try a fix and monitor

Decision Analysis
Situation Appraisal
Identify Concerns
List threats and opportunities
Separate and clarify concerns

Set Priority
Consider current impact,
future impact and time frame

Plan Next Steps

Clarify Purpose

Assess Risks

State the decision
Develop objectives
Classify objectives into MUSTs and WANTs
Weigh the WANTs

Identify adverse consequences

Evaluate Alternatives

Make Decision

Generate alternatives
Screen alternatives through the MUSTs
Compare alternatives against the WANTs

Make the best balanced choice

Determine analysis needed

Plan Involvement
Determine help needed

Potential Problem (Opportunity) Analysis
Identify Potential
Problems (Opportunities)
State the action
List potential problems (opportunities)

Identify Likely Causes

Consider causes for the potential
problem (opportunity)
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Take Preventive (Promoting) Action
Take actions to address likely causes

Plan Contingent (Capitalizing)
Action and Set Triggers
Prepare actions to reduce (enhance) likely effects
Set triggers for contingent (capitalizing) actions

Specifically,
what is the
problem?

What object?
What deviation?

Identify Possible
Causes

What could have the deviation,
but does not?
What could be the deviation,
but is not?

no

Felt need to act
What help is
needed for
information and
commitment?

Identify Concerns

What threats
and opportunities
are felt?

How much
analysis?
What action?

Problem
Analysis

Set Priority

What is the
future impact?

Where is the
object with the
deviation?
Where is the
deviation?

When was the
deviation first
observed? When
since? When in
the life cycle?

Plan Involvement

How should
concerns
be separated?
Clarified?

What is the current
impact in terms of
people, safety,
cost, production,

Describe Problem

How many objects?
How big a
deviation?
How many
deviations on each?
What is the trend?

Confirm True
Cause

Evaluate Possible
Causes

Any ideas?

Where could we see the
object, but do not?
Where could the deviation be,
but is not?

yes

Too many
ideas?

no

When might we have seen it
first, but did not? When might we
have seen it since, but did not?
When in the life cycle might
we have seen the deviation,
but did not?

What cause is
most probable?

Explains?

What
assumptions
are needed?

yes
What is
distinctive
about the IS
compared to
the IS NOTs?

How many could we see, but do
not? How big a deviation could it
be, but is not? How many
deviations might be on each, but
are not? What could be the trend,
but is not?

How does it
explain
IS and IS
NOTs?

yes

If the choice
is clear,

Fix it!

If not, use
Decision Analysis

no
Eliminate and
select another
possible cause

What changed
about the
distinction?
When?

Facts
confirm
cause?

no

yes

What is the
time frame?

customers, etc.?

Situation
Appraisal

Overall highest
priority
Plan Next Steps

Plan for
Problem Analysis

What help is
needed for
information and
commitment?

yes

Deviation?

no

yes

Cause
unknown?

yes

no

Need to know
cause?

Clarify Purpose

What have
we agreed to
decide?

What is causing us
to choose?
Results, benefits,
objectives
desired

no

yes

WANT

Assess Risks

What are the
risks?

What
alternatives
exist?

Make Decision

What is the
relative
importance of
the WANTs?

Decision
Analysis
yes

Evaluate
Alternatives

Plan for
Decision Analysis

no

Action to be
completed?

no

Which performs
best against
WANTs?

MUST

Plan Involvement

How much
analysis?
What action?

Choice to
be made?

Mandatory? yes
Measurable?
Realistic?

Pass MUST?

no

Eliminate
no

yes

Are the
yes
risks worth the
benefit?

Pick it!

Use Potential
Problem Analysis
to protect your
decision

Plan for
Potential
Problem

no
How much
analysis?
What action?
Felt need is
unclear

Identify Potential
Problems
(Opportunities)

Plan Involvement

What help is
needed for
information and
commitment?

Potential
Problem
(Opportunity)
Analysis

Specifically,
what action?

What could go
wrong? Go
well?
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Identify Likely
Causes

Take Preventive
(Promoting)
Action

What would
cause that?

What could
prevent or
promote the
cause?
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Plan Contingent
(Capitalizing) Action
and Set Triggers

Plan it!

What would
we do if…?
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How would we
know to do it?

Use Situation
Appraisal to
search for
threats and
opportunities
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